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Today news is considered and is indeed a very strong and the most popular weapon which is used
by the media and the public to reach out to the masses and make their voices heard. It is via news
that we get to know about the events and occurrences of our nation. News is made available to us
via news channels, news blogs and websites which feature all the recent and current news
happenings and issues of our city; state as well as our nation. It keeps you posted with all sorts of
news events by showing it as news headline and breaking news.

News usually includes topics related to politics, education, crime, law, science, celebrity gossip,
entertainment news, etc. A lot of people are inclined towards news because they are very much
keen on knowing the latest celebrity "gupshup" which is referred to as bollywood news. People are
fascinated and bewitched by the luxurious and lavish lifestyle of the bollywood stars. So basically
entertainment news is nothing but celebrity gossip.

In a way, this acts as a reliever for the people who are over occupied with work. The latest
entertainment news helps them to relax and breathe easy for a while.  However, sometimes, people,
especially youngsters get influenced and obsessed with the lives of these stars that they also start
dreaming and imagining a life of stardom. Thus, people get wrongly influenced and this is one of the
major draw bags of bollywood news. Thus, a lot of times, when the media reveals certain personal
information about the celebrities, people are misguided. Media does this usually to attract the eye of
the viewers and so that their channel's TRP increases. Thusly, may a times, the news is made
misuse of and people are taken advantage of.

The latest entertainment news includes the filmy gossip, stars and their stardom, latest movie
reviews, style and health tips, beauty tips, etc. there is a separate section in the newspapers which
is especially reserved for entertainment news. 

The most recent and latest entertainment news is provided every day and almost every hour. It
helps in rejuvenating our minds after having a hectic and busy schedule throughout the day. Media
needs to however realize that an overdose of any kind of news is extremely dangerous and
therefore entertainment news and all types of news should be featured but in a balanced and
leveled way.
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